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Tokenized Transaction: Student Housing Projects in Fargo, ND1 
 

                                                           
1  This deal sheet is for informational purposes only.  It is not an offer to sell partnership interest and is not a solicitation of an 
offer to buy partnership interest.  Any such offer will be made only pursuant to an exemption from registration under the 
securities act of 1933 to “qualified purchasers” and “qualified institutional buyers” and only pursuant to final investment 
memorandum and subscription documents.  If Inveniam determines in its sole, absolute discretion to offer partnership interests 
in the future, it reserves the absolute right to do so on terms and conditions it deems appropriate at that time which terms may 
be substantially different than those set forth herein.    
 

Acquisition 
Overview 

Roers Development LLC (Seller) is marketing a portfolio of 3 student housing development (Project) in Fargo, 
North Dakota.   The Project consists of 488 units and 917 beds and is expected to reach stabilized revenue of 
$7.3 million in 2020 with $4.5 million in net income.  Seller has the right to accept or refuse an offer to purchase 
the Project, which primarily serves students at North Dakota State University (NDSU) for which Moody's has 
assigned Aa3 ratings to NDSU's Series2017A and 2017B bonds.   Inveniam is raising approximately $80 million 
to complete the acquisition of the Project, which Seller will continue to manage.   

Project 
Overview 
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Moody’s on 
NDSU 

“NDSU's Aa3 rating reflects the university's strong growth of flexible reserves providing sound coverage of debt 
and sound flexibility to absorb declines in state operating support. The Aa3 is further supported by NDSU's 
recognition as top research institution within its 5-state region with growing STEM programming and 
projections for continued solid student demand due to favorable demographics in the Fargo area.”  Source:  
https://www.moodys.com/research/Moodys-assigns-Aa3-to-NDSUs-Series-2017A-and-2017B-Bonds--PR_904089306  

 

Cap Rates / 
Sales Comps  

5.9% Cap Rates Q4 2017:  “Cap rates on sales of student housing properties averaged 5.9 percent in the fourth 
quarter of 2017, close to the levels where they have hovered over the last year. That’s down from 7.0 percent 
at the end of 2011, according to RCA.”  Source:  https://www.nreionline.com/student-housing/buyers-return-
student-housing-sector  

Mid-Year 2018 Cap Rate and Prices per Unit / Bed:  “Throughout the first two quarters of 2018, cap rates 
averaged 5.7%, in line with the historical lows observed in 2017 with several portfolio and core assets trading 
at sub 5%... 2Q18 saw record per unit pricing at $226,490. Additionally, the price per bed average increased 
to$76,773, a 13.8% increase over the same time last year.”  Source:  
http://www.aranewmark.com/assets/pdf/ARA_2q18-student%20housing-market-overview.pdf  

$108,747 / Bed Acquisition Cost:   5/31/18 Greystar acquisition of  Education Realty Trust Inc. (NYSE: EDR) 
($4.6 billion price and 42,300 beds) Source:  http://www.studenthousingbusiness.com/latest-news/greystar-
to-acquire-edr-in-4-6-billion-transaction.    

Implied value range for Roers portfolio based on the preceding bed / unit metrics is: 
- 917 beds at $108,747 / bed = $99.8 million 
- 917 beds at $76,773 / bed = $70.4 million  
- 488 units at $226,940 / unit = $110.5 million 

 

The value range, by asset based on various cap rates is: 

 

 

Market 
Demand  

This trade is the first of its kind: a large, multi-offering placement of real financial instruments in tokenized 
form, sold to crypto holders via Dutch auction. With crypto markets currently on a downtrend, this transaction 
offers crypto owners a safe-haven instrument that backed is by real assets like none other in the market today. 
In this time of cryptocurrency volatility, large crypto holders are hungry for stable returns from instruments 
that allow them to remain in the crypto asset ecosystem. 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Dutch 
Auction 

Tokens will be sold via Dutch auction, with crypto investors placing bids in terms of desired quantity, price, and 
fiat-to-crypto conversion rate. We believe that this three-dimensional auction structure—as opposed to the 
standard two-dimensional (quantity and price) format— will be perceived as novel in and suitable for the crypto 
market.   

 

LP Formation  
Inveniam Capital Partners will serve as General Partner (GP) and limited partnership interests will be sold via 
tokens purchased with cryptocurrency. Proceeds from the sale of tokens will be exchanged over a period of 
time into US dollars and provided to the seller. 

Token 
Offering  

In accordance with SEC Rules 144A and 506c, a private placement of digital tokens will be offered to a small 
number of Qualified Institutional Buyers and Qualified Purchasers (together referred to as “QIB”). Highlights of 
the offering include: 

- Ownership Entity: Inveniam will serve as the General Partner (GP) of the LP that will make a loan to Roers.  
QIB’s will become limited partners in the LP.  

- Token Custody: initially, tokens will be held in a digital wallet owned by the LP.  

- Token Sale: QIB’s will purchase tokens Over the Counter (OTC) from the LP and hold them in digital wallets. 
Purchase may be made using fiat currency or cryptocurrency (BTC, BCH, or ETH). To be eligible to purchase 
tokens, QIB’s must hold a pre-determined minimum of cryptocurrency and the minimum purchase amount 
will be $500,000. 

- Due Diligence: Standard AML / KYC due diligence will be required.  

- Cryptocurrency Liquidity: Inveniam’s partnership with leading crypto liquidity provider Grapefruit Trading 
will allow the LP to convert to US dollars and avoid cryptocurrency exposure.  

- Returns: The underlying transaction and returns will be calculated in US dollars. QIB’s may receive principal 
and interest return in fiat currency transferred to a bank account or in a digital wallet in the same 
cryptocurrency used to fund the initial token purchase. For cryptocurrency denominated payouts, the 
fiat/crypto ratio will be calculated at the prevailing exchange rate over a 10-day time period to reduce the 
potential for market disruption.  

- Reporting: For the entire lifecycle of the tokens, information regarding the instrument construction, 
underlying assets and performance will be journaled in a distributed ledger in a cryptographically secure 
manner.   

- Liquidity: With performance, title and documentation embedded in the token, the instrument will have 
portable and liquidity for the QIB, which will have the right to sell the tokens subject to GP approval and 
right of first refusal.  

- Fees: Full fee disclosure is available on the Token Trade Overview. On page two, the GP Origination Fee 
will be shared between Inveniam and any Broker Dealer bringing investors to the transaction. 

Calendar / 
Working 
Group / 
Legend 

Date Responsibility Action Notes 
February 2019 GP  Begin drafting LP 

documents 
Work with Counsel to form LP. 

February 2019 GP LP Marketing Present analysis and tokenization plan to 
potential QIB limited partners.  

February / 
March 2019 

GP / GT / 
Counsel / QIB  

Tokenization Structuring / 
Marketing 

Finalize LP and tokenization structure; 
solicit indications of interest from QIB's. 

March 2019 GP / GT / 
Counsel / QIB 

Complete Tokenization 
 

     


